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Learning Objectives
➢

Understand SMM is like throwing a party

➢ Each party must have a purpose

➢ Party illusion

➢ How to build a website

➢ How to develop a brand



SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING STRATEGY
● Social media offers an advantage through 

the creation and distribution of valuable 
content to attract and retain a clearly-
defined audience

● A social media marketing strategy outlines 
the strategies and tactics for how a 
company will incorporate social media into 
its business

● Social media is all about… 

○ GRABBING ATTENTION 



Understand that Social Media is Like Throwing a Party

Have you ever attended a party?

Received an invitation, showed up, said hello, 
mingled with other guests, ate great food, drank 
the liquor (or soda and water), chatted with 
more guests, danced, ate more food, thanked 
the hosts, and left.

Attending a party is all about showing 
up, enjoying the entertainment and 
food, and leaving.

Tell their friends

Have you ever used Twitter, Facebook 
or Instagram?

Logged in, checked out some funny 
accounts, read some posts, posted 
back and forth with friends and family, 
checked your updates, and then 
logged out. This is using Social media.

Marketing via social media is entirely different than using Social Media:  
It’s the Throwing of the Party vs. the Just Showing Up.



Become a Great Social 
Media Party-Thrower
● SMM is the art and science of throwing “great 

parties” on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Pinterest in such a way that people not only 
show up to enjoy the party, but they are also 
primed to buy your product or service.

● Want to return to the party time and time 
again.

● Tell their friends about it

● Share and comment about their experiences



How is Social 
Media 
Marketing 
Like 
Throwing a 
Party?

• A great party needs great guests, and the first step to getting guests is to 
identify an attendee list and sent out invitations.

• SMM requires having a target market strategy.

Invitations = Target Audience

• Will your party have a band, a magician, a comedian, or just music? What is 
your entertainment strategy? Will there be parting gifts?

• SMM requires having a content marketing strategy, a way to systematically 
produce (yummy) content – blog posts, infographics, images, videos, etc. so 
that people will enjoy enough to hang out on your social media page or 
channel

Food and Entertainment = Content & Promotions

• As the host of the party you must make sure that while guests are enjoying 
themselves, you’ll be busy, meeting and greeting, making sure everything is 
running smoothly and doing other behind the scenes tasks.

• SMM requires ongoing behind the scenes management, often on a day-to-
day basis, to ensure that everything is running smoothly.

Hosting = Ongoing Management



Social Media 
Marketing is 
Throwing a 24/7 
Party Online

1. Inventory other parties and list like and dislikes, ideas, 
do-not-do

○ As a SMM you must attend parties of other brands online

○ Identify brands you like (REI, Whole Foods, Supreme, Charles 
Schwab) and “follow” or “like” them.  Watch what they are doing.

○ Inventory your like and dislikes and reverse engineer what they are 
up to.

2. Identify brands or public figures you admire and 
“follow” them on Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, etc.

○ Become a good user of social media with an eye to the marketing 
strategy:  Look behind the scenes.  

○ Bookmark their pages

○ Find 5 – 10 companies you like and follow them on FB

○ Begin to inventory what you like and dislike about their campaign.  
Cover photo? Profile pictures? Posts?  Frequency? 

○ Imagine you are attending their party NOT to have fun, but to 
“reverse engineer” how they are putting it on. 



Make Sure your Party has a Purpose
3. Focus on Building Brand Equity – among target customers, 

giving them a warm and fuzzy feeling they “like” your brand so 
much they will be favorably inclined to buy your product or 
service.

4. Make sure your party has a purpose– by developing content
that grabs the attention of your target audience, they will want 
to come back for more

● https://www.lollaland.com/
● https://ring.com/

● (look at FB, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube)

https://www.lollaland.com/
https://ring.com/


Stalk your 
competition

Pay attention to what they are posting

Two types of posts: Fun & Buy our Stuff

Fun Posts:  Informative, provide 
information, topical interests, etc.(80% 
of their posts)

Purpose:  To build a positive 
brand equity

Buy Our Stuff Posts: These posts 
connect the social media experience 
with an “act now”! Feature to 
encourage a user to buy something.

Purpose:  get people to buy 
your stuff.



Fun Posts and Buy Our Stuff Posts 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BxlMi9Dh5W1/ Instagram
Recyclothes180
Email:  goodmanprofessor180@gmail.com
Password:  citycollegexxx

https://www.instagram.com/p/BxlMi9Dh5W1/


Let’s look at allbirds.com

● www.allbirds.com

http://www.allbirds.com/


Recognize the Social Media Illusion
● As you begin to identify and monitor brands that you like on a given 

social media platform, you may think…  this is easy, I can do it.
● Illusion – a thing that is or is likely to be wrongly perceived or 

interpreted by the senses – A false idea or belief
● Great parties have an element of illusion in them:  seem effortless, 

while (behind the scenes) an incredible amount of strategy, planning, 
and hard work goes on.

● This illusion phenomenon creates a problem for brand managers.

○ They believe it is easy and anyone can do it.  “Job posting to run 
our Social Media campaign”

● Reality – SMM requires a ton of strategy, hard work, and even money 
or sweat equity to make it happen.



In this class, we 
will…

Conduct an inventory of competitors efforts

Set up basic accounts on Twitter Facebook, Instagram, 
LinkedIn, etc

Create Content to share on social media (images, 
photos, blog posts, infographics, videos)

Monitor social media channels on an on-going basis

Measure successes



A Final Word 
about Planning 
a Party….

We’re planning an awesome party here, people.  
It’s going to take a ton of work, it’s going to be a 

ton of fun, and it’s going to be incredibly 
successful.



Branding
DON’T DO ANYTHING UNTIL YOU HAVE A BRAND STRATEGY IN 
PLACE



What is a brand?
Simply put, your brand is defined by a customer’s overall perception of your business.

The founder of Amazon, Jeff Bezos, says it even better: “Your brand is what other people say 
about you when you’re not in the room.”

Your brand is your reputation!

In today’s market, a successful brand has to be consistent in communication and experience, 
across many applications:

◦ Environment (storefront or office)

◦ Print collateral, signage, packaging

◦ Website & online advertising

◦ Content publishing

◦ Sales & customer service



What is brand building?
The definition of brand building is to generate awareness about your business using marketing 
strategies and campaigns with the goal of creating a unique and lasting image in the 
marketplace.

Positive impression + standing out = brand success.

In 2020, the amplification of your brand image can be done effectively through various digital 
marketing activities:

◦ User Experience (i.e. your website)

◦ SEO & Content Marketing

◦ Social Media Marketing

◦ Email Marketing

◦ Paid Advertising (PPC)



Branding Facts…

Your brand will not succeed without the time and effort to clearly define who you are and why I 
should care.

One that clearly shows what you do and why you do it, speaks to your ideal customer, and helps 
you get attention and bring in business.

Branding is your most important asset. 
So, creating an effective brand should be your first 
priority.

In fact to create a great marketing system or SMM plan —
one that grows your business—you must start with a 
focused brand message that truly reflects your business.

Sad reality, about 99% of the time, small businesses 
have never worked on the core elements 
that clearly define their brand.



7 Steps To Bring 
Your Brand To Life
1-Brand Clarity  

2-Brand Purpose  

3-Brand Humanization

4-Brand Consistency

5-Brand Master Plan  

6-Brand Creative Brief  

7-Brand Story  



1- Brand 
Clarity

Business owners often fail to 
build effective marketing because 
they lack one thing—brand 
clarity.

They either jump in before they 
are clear on what they want to 
build and/or they are soon 
overwhelmed with a variety of 
tips, tricks, and strategies.

To be 100% clear about your 
brand, you MUST have focus.

To develop a marketing system 
that continuously works you 
must have a strategy before 
tactics mindset.



Your logo is not your brand.

One misstep that new business owners tend to make is letting their logo 
do all the work. 

• Know that your logo cannot do all the talking. A lot of effort needs to go into making your 
brand work hard.

A logo is an identifier, not ‘the’ brand. 

• You can have the coolest logo in the world, but if customers have bad 
experiences whenever they touch your business and they tell others about 
it, then all you will have is a cool logo and an unsuccessful business. 



Brand Clarity
Focus on exactly how you want people to see your brand.

● Think about clarity, because—and I can’t emphasize this enough—it’s the most overlooked 
element of brand-building.

Ask yourself the following questions:

● Would someone viewing your website understand what you do and why you do it? 
● Does it inspire action? 
● Could they define what you provide in a few words?
● Is it clear who you are talking to?
● What will you do for them?
● What their next step should be.

If not, your brand needs clarity.

Simple Exercise. Using as few words as you can (25 words or less), define your brand.



Brand Clarity
ALLBIRDS BRAND CLARITY

Allbirds is a shoe company on a mission to 
produce more sustainably-made shoes. In an 
industry that typically relies heavily on 
petroleum-based materials, Allbirds shoes are 
made from wool, bamboo, and most recently, 
a new open-source formulation for shoe sole 
foam they invented, manufactured from 
renewable sugarcane.



2- Brand Purpose  

Brand Purpose is where you start 
building something that is not just 
about your business. It’s about you—
what you love, your values, and what 
excites you. Your Why.

People are way more interested in WHY 
you are doing what you are doing. 

They are not as interested in what you 
do. 

A powerful brand purpose sets out how 
a company intends to change the world 
for the better. 

Its role is to unite customers and 
culture alike in the pursuit of that 
intention. 

It's a statement of belief, of hope, of 
pursuit.

What does your business truly stand for? It’s important for potential customers to get a clear picture of what you have to offer and how you can make 
their lives better. This is essential to building a strong business brand.

“There’s nothing more attractive than having a purpose in life. Consumers are becoming more purpose-driven and this drive may influence the 
businesses they chose to patronize.”



Discover the 
purpose behind 
your brand

Every successful brand has a 
powerful purpose behind it.

And so should you.

It’s what you wake up every day loving to do for other people (and the 
world) through your product or service.

There are four questions you should 
ask yourself when defining a brand 
purpose:

Why do you exist?

What differentiates you?

What problem do you solve?

Why should people care?

You’ll use these ideas to inform the foundation of your branding, 
through a tagline, slogans, voice, messaging, stories, visuals and more.

So dig deep and find those nuggets of truth which can distinguish your 
brand from others.



2 – Brand 
Purpose

Your WHY

Your HOW

Your WHAT



Value in the Why?
So, when it comes to branding there is tremendous value in 
“why?” 

◦ It’s where you start to uncover your brand DNA, leaving no 
question in anyone’s mind about who you are, what you do, and 
of course, why you do it. 

◦ This becomes the foundation to developing and telling the story 
that best represents you and your business. 

◦ Cracking the genetic code of your business starts with why. 



Tone of Voice Dimensions

Identifying tones you can use in different types of content gives you a three-
dimensional personality in every channel. For instance, maybe you’re casual 
on social media but respectful in your customer service content. Tone applies 
to all the content you publish, everywhere you publish it, not just your
site content.
For each of the four dimensions below, mark your brand somewhere 
between the two poles.
To make this as accurate as possible, don’t just sit down and take a guess.
Funny  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Serious
Enthusiastic -------------------------------------------------------------Matter-of-fact
Respectful --------------------------------------------------------------------Irreverent
Formal ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Casual



Love and 
Emotion –

Emotion is about proudly telling those who will come to 
like, know, and trust you why you are doing what you’re 
doing.

And Love. Because you have to 
be fully invested and actually 
love what you’re doing and why 
you are doing it.

These two words focus on 
something I can’t 
emphasize enough—an 
intangible that is so 
important to brand-
building.

Love and emotion get to the root of step 2—You zeroing 
in on your Why.



2 – Brand Purpose
Allbirds starts with better materials, 
continues with better design, and carries 
through to better factories and shipping 
methods. Because we think our planet 
deserves better. Less waste and pollution. 
More thoughtfulness and accountability.



3 – Brand Humanization
• Your audience does not just want to engage with your product; they also want 

to engage with you.  

• Show them that your business has a human side. 

• Interact with your audience in a way that demonstrates there is a person on the 
other end who cares about delivering the best product or service possible.

CREATE EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

• Every brand has a community–both online and off–and brands make a strategic 
error if they only connect with their community’s members when there’s a 
problem. Brands need to stay engaged and connected consistently by practicing 
the kind of constant generosity that creates strong emotional connections with 
their broader communities.



Starbucks Humanizes its Campaign 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZVCLVGymmo

● Starbucks turns to user-generated content.

● Starbucks is launching their first global brand campaign- and they are putting their customers at the center of 
the story. For the campaign, dubbed "Meet me at Starbucks, the coffee giant isn't focusing on products like it 
normally does in its ads. 

○ Rather, it's focusing on the brand by chronicling a day in the life of a Starbucks through a mini-documentary, shot in 59 different stores in 
28 countries. 

● Starbucks said the campaign aims to show the "beautiful moments of connection between our customers 
around the world.”

● The beauty of this campaign is that it is multi-dimensional- anyone can participate in "Meet me at Starbucks 
campaign isn't limited to those customers featured in the documentary film- anyone can tell their story and 
share it via social media. On Instagram, Starbucks will launch a photo series called #HowWeMet, which aims 
to encourage people to share stories of getting together at Starbucks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZVCLVGymmo


4. Brand Consistency 
● Consistency is a key ingredient for branding success. Without a 

consistent message, your customers will get confused and not be 
sure about what to expect from you.

● Be consistent in your communications and in the delivery of your 
product or service.  

● Each time your business touches the audience, it has to use the 
same persona, tone, message, and values. The same is true for 
the delivery of services. 

● Be a brand of your word and deliver on your promise consistently.

○ If you don’t, your large audience is going to tell the world about it and 
that’s branding because branding is not about what the company says 
about itself, it’s about what the customers say about the company,” said 
Smith.



Consistent Identity

● A logo and a color palette alone do not make a brand identity. 
● When designing your identity, you need to create a comprehensive visual language that can be applied to 

everything from your website to your packaging. 
● Depending on your brand, your needs may be more expansive, but a basic brand identity includes:

● Logo
● Colors
● Typography
● Design System
● Photography
● Illustration
● Iconography
● Data visualization
● Interactive elements
● Video and motion
● Web design



Brand Look & Feel

● Distinct: It stands out among competitors and 

catches your people’s attention.

● Memorable: It makes a visual impact. 

(Consider Apple: The logo is so memorable 

they only include the logo—not their name—

on their products.)

● Scalable and flexible: It can grow and evolve 

with the brand.

● Cohesive: Each piece complements the 

brand identity.

● Easy to apply: It’s intuitive and clear for 

designers to use.



Brand Personality

● Choose a personality



Harley Davidson Personality



Rolex & Tiffany



MOOD BOARDS
● Pull images, quotes, colors, photographs, 

people, and things that inspire you and connect 
directly with your brand personality. 

● You’ll notice that certain themes will emerge. 

● What kinds of photography represent your 
brand personality? 

● Are the people in photographs you’ve sourced 
your ideal customer? 

● If not, who do they represent? In clipped quotes 
or phrases, are there similarities between the 
words used and how they’re written?  



“A mood board is a collection of like-minded design 
examples, organized and presented to accomplish a 
task.”

Like this one here:







Restaurant 
mood board







Build a Brand Voice & Tone
https://www.innocentdrinks.co.uk/

https://www.innocentdrinks.co.uk/


Brand Voice & Tone



Duluth Trading Company:  Irreverent. Authoritative. Practical.

● Duluth Trading Company specializes in 
durable yet appealing clothing for working 
people. This is reflected in their branding, 
which uses clever copy that clearly explains 
the benefits of their products, while standing 
out with understated humor.

● This is clear when you visit their website. For 
example, take their No Tug Tank Top. It’s a 
tank top that’s longer in the back, to avoid 
needing to be tugged down when leaning 
over (as one might do while gardening).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLqiPlfrzyAhVCx5us5Yz27MXrUNfQYu_c&time_continue
=5&v=s69InvmHPjU&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLqiPlfrzyAhVCx5us5Yz27MXrUNfQYu_c&time_continue=5&v=s69InvmHPjU&feature=emb_logo


Apple: Clean. Simple. Confident.



MailChimp: 
Warm. Welcoming. Helpful.

● Email marketing can be 
complicated, but 
MailChimp’s voice 
reinforces their 
platform’s ease of use.

https://mailchimp.com/

https://mailchimp.com/


Building a 
Brand Tone

voice + style + values



More words…



5 – Brand 
Master Plan

Now it’s time to layout your What, in 
detail.

Create your Brand’s Master Plan—What, 
exactly, will your brand deliver?

Your brand has focus.

You’ve given your 
brand purpose, 

explaining Why you 
are doing it.

And you have specified 
How you will help your 

ideal customer.



Brand Master Plan



6 – Brand Creative Brief

● Write out a distilled 2-4 paragraph 
statement crafted from your focus, 
combined with your why, what, and 
how.

○ Basically combining Steps 1-4 in slightly 
condensed form. 

○ Emphasize your uniqueness and why 
customers should buy from you



Allbirds Creative 
Brief

● What - Allbirds is on a mission to prove that 
comfort, good design, and sustainability don't have 
to be mutually exclusive. Serving as a driving force 
in a new age of sustainable manufacturing, the 
company crafts products that people feel good in, 
and good about, using premium natural materials.

● Why - Allbirds is dedicated to making the most 
sustainable footwear they can - shoes people feel 
good in and good about - using the world's best 
natural materials. We’re changing so the climate 
doesn’t.



7 – Brand 
Story

Truth: Telling your ongoing story 
is one of the most important 
things you can do to advance 

your brand and grow your 
business.

From blogging to video, there are 
so many ways to reach your 

audience through a brand story 
done right. Only you can decide 

which is the best platform for you, 
but the most effective way to 
stand out, build authority, and 

find your ideal customer is 
through storytelling.

If you deliver a consistent, helpful, 
engaging narrative, with a core 

message and a specific audience 
in mind, you’ll gain traction and 
truly move the needle in your 

business.



Brand Stories Build 
Relationships
Compelling, relatable, and memorable stories are more 
than a strategic device or a marketing tactic—they’re 
about forming lasting bonds between people. 

We connect through shared experiences, and our stories 
reveal our uniqueness, values, and vulnerability. 

The best stories are ones you can visualize in the 
retelling; you feel as if you’re there, experiencing the 
events firsthand. 

Storytellers can create worlds and characters that draw 
us in. 

We immerse, we get involved, and we develop a 
relationship with the characters and story as it unfolds.

https://www.mouth.com

https://www.mouth.com/


7 – Brand Story

Articulate the pain you are helping your customer get past. 
Detail exactly what you offer (or will be offering) and exactly 
how it will help them on their journey.

Describe your customer’s pain.

1. Your ideal customer’s pain is the foundation for your 
story. A pain point is what is troubling your ideal 
customer.

2. It’s the thing they must get past. A hurdle that is stifling 
their greatness.

3. When you discover this, then deliver engaging and 
valuable content that addresses their pain, you’re well 
on

4. Your way to converting readers into loyal subscribers and 
customers. Your customer’s problem is the enemy

5. You’re helping them get past. You just need to do this 
better than the other guy.



SoulCycle –

Pain:
Working out with a 
sense of belonging



Brand Story



Tips for building your brand story

1. Don’t be a copycat version of someone else. Just because a voice works for one brand doesn’t mean it’ll work for you. 
Cultivating a voice isn’t a plug and play. Parroting invites parody.

2. Being authentic is about acting natural, relatable, and human. If your brand’s voice feels awkward and forced, it isn’t your 
voice.

3. Lean on your story. We talked about how to craft stories for your brand that are impassioned and compelling. If you get stuck, 
talk about what’s familiar and meaningful to you. Use details, examples, and anecdotes. You’ll find that your voice will rise
seamlessly to the surface.

4. Step outside your industry and search for voices and vibes you admire. When you hover too close to home, you inadvertently 
pick up phrases, turns of speech, and other brand -isms. Seeking inspiration beyond your competition will give you a fresh 
perspective.

5. Point of view matters. If your voice is in the first person, it’s the most intimate. Typically, this works best for small businesses 
and creative entrepreneurs. Many companies love the royal “we” because it feels warm and inviting without being intrusive.

6. Don’t be all things to all people. Brands are scared. They don’t want to lose a sale or alienate a customer, so they pander to 
everyone. In an effort to appeal to the masses, their message and uniqueness can become dulled and diluted. The most 
influential brands alienate people because they know this one simple truth: If everyone is your customer, no one is your 
customer. For example, if you sell $100,000 cars, own it. Don’t create value and budget messaging. Your brand targets a 
specific audience and you have to cater to that audience. Don’t worry—if your products are solid, you will also attract the 
periphery.



Last word on telling a story
What Defines Great Brand Stories?

When marketing storytelling is done well, it:

➢Clearly establishes what your brand is all about – its purpose, core values, and mission

➢Offers the consumer more than just a product or service, but rather an experience that 
transcends mundane reality

➢Motivates the reader or viewer to step into that experience. 
➢This is done by crafting content in such a way that your audience feels as though they’d risk losing 

access to this somehow sublime experience of being a part of your brand if they don’t buy, follow, or 
sign up right now.

➢Will boost your lead generation by as much as 16 times!



After you have 
completed the 
7 steps, then…

Research your target audience and your competitors.

Pick your focus and personality.

Choose your business name.

Write your slogan.

Choose the look of your brand (colors and font).

Design your logo.

Apply your branding across your business and evolve it as you grow.





Let’s get started…
PICK A PRODUCT OR SERVICE



Pick a Product You 
Will Use to 
Market in This 
Class & Build a 
Website

● Marketing plan product

● Product from any of your 
advertising projects

● Restaurant 

● Tee-shirts

● Bags

● Pens

● Something tangible you want to 
sell online

● Keep it simple

https://nopunat.weebly.com

Ccsfmarketing.com SMM tab, class websites

Go to Gmail and open up a new gmail address.
Begin with Last name, first name, 180@gmail.com

goodmanprofessor180@gmail.com

https://nopunat.weebly.com/
mailto:180@gmail.com


Build a Simple Website

● www.weebly.com (My favorite)

● www.wix.com (class favorite) –

● goodmanprofessor180@gmail.com (Citycollegexxx)

● www.squarespace.com (shopping favorite)

○ Pick a theme

○ https://www.freelogodesign.org/ - design a logo

● Three Tabs:

○ Home (landing page)

○ About (brand story)

○ Blog

http://www.weebly.com/
http://www.wix.com/
mailto:goodmanprofessor180@gmail.com
http://www.squarespace.com/
https://www.freelogodesign.org/


https://goodmanprofessor
18.wixsite.com/mysite

https://goodmanprofessor18.wixsite.com/mysite


● Demonstrate how to build a website using wix.com

● Move into Cloud 111



Only after you have 
developed your 
brand can you then 
think about your 
SMM strategy


